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Math
In 6th grade Math, students began the year learning about exponents, orders
of operations, greatest common factors and least common multiples. We
have utilized online programs such as Aleks, Big Ideas,
Edulastic, Kahoot and Quizlet Live. Students have also
engaged their learning with pixel art activities and escape
rooms. Currently, students are learning how to add,
subtract, multiply and divide fractions by drawing bar
models and using the common denominator method. We
have also utilized virtual fraction tiles to express
equivalent fractions. In the next area of study, students
will make real world connections using decimals.
English Language Arts (ELA)
In 6th grade ELA, students have completed the reading
of our first novel, Because of Mr. Terupt, by Rob
Buyea. Students worked on the reading skill, character
analysis, using strategies such as drawing conclusions on
character, analyzing relationships, analyzing mood and
author’s craft, and evaluating character change. Next
up, students will be writing text-based evidence writing
pieces, and they will use this to engage in a class debate.
In addition, students are working in small Guided Reading
groups to enhance their reading levels and skills.

Author’s Visit
On November 23rd, Mrs. Chomko, Mrs. Cook,
and Miss Sheridan’s ELA classes had the
opportunity to meet Rob Buyea, the author
of our current core novel, Because of Mr.

Terupt. The students prepared for this Zoom
session by creating questions they had about
Rob Buyea as a writer, as well as questions
they had about the novel and its characters.
Not only did the students get to personally
ask Rob Buyea their questions, but they all
received autographed copies of the second novel in the four-part series,

Mr. Terupt Falls Again.
At-Home Strategies
Each newsletter will spotlight a strategy you can use at home to support your
child's learning. This month's focus is on ensuring our children are reading as much
as possible to build both volume and stamina. In addition to creating a quiet,
comfortable space for your child to read, please support your child in carving out
sacred reading time through trying out any of these strategies:

Science
Sixth grade science classes recently
completed their study of astronomy.
To demonstrate their understanding of
the content, students incorporated
science, technology, engineering, art,
and mathematics to create a project
of their choice to represent their
learning of various
astronomical
phenomena.

Social Studies
Sixth graders are currently studying at the early Republic
and the early days of our nation’s roots. Highlights included
our engaging and interactive Pear Deck slideshows on
Jeffersonian Era and the Era of Good Feelings. In 6th
grade, we learn about how American
History is essential to learn about and
how it is relevant to our lives today!
Inventors are also researched.
Please see some of the wonderful
projects about the War of 1812 and
Americana artwork from our
students displayed!

World Language
In the sixth grade Spanish classes, students just completed a unit on
“el Día de los Muertos,” the Day of the Dead. They
learned about the history of the holiday, its origins,
and how it has changed to the celebrations we see
today. Students completed the unit with an art
project in which they had the opportunity to indicate
their interests; the project was based on the artwork of José
Guadalupe Posada. They have also been learning new
vocabulary that will help them navigate in the Spanish
classroom. The new vocabulary will allow them to communicate in Spanish
to their teacher and their classmates. Next they will be venturing into ways
of saying hello and goodbye and the creation of simple conversations.
In collaboration with The Bridge,
Inc, Ms. Arango’s students have
been participating in a
social-emotional learning group
monthly. The goal of the groups
is to provide support for our
students as they learn a new
language, adapt to a new country,
and transition back to middle
school. This month’s groups
focused on gratitude. Students wrote letters to themselves and to someone
important in their lives.

